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Easy To Use Bedding Accessories That Will Make Your Holidays Pain Free
The Bed MadeEZ Bed Maker and The Easy King Bed Doubler Are Your Simple Solutions To A
Stress Free/Pain Free Holiday Season
West Palm Beach, FL October 2018 – As the holidays are fast approaching, it’s never too late to
prepare for your guests and CKI Solutions offers helpful accessories to do just that.
When your guests need a place to stay, they do not need to sleep in twin beds. The Easy King
Bed Doubler quickly and safely combines two twin mattresses into one seamless king size bed.
It is a simple solution for creating a big bed on a budget. The Easy King fits regular and extra
long twins. It even works on trundle sets! It is has received outstanding reviews on Amazon and
has a 5-year replacement warranty against defects.
The Bed MadeEZ makes changing sheets a breeze. The next time you need to change your
sheets, use this tool and you will have a well dressed bed in minutes without ever lifting a
mattress. When you use the Bed MadeEZ, it simply slides in between the mattress and box
spring and lifts and holds the mattress up to 4 inches to easily apply or remove sheets. It can
also be used to quickly tuck in sheets, and with 2 tools, applying or removing a bed skirt has
never been easier. Originally designed for hotel housekeepers, the inventor and owner of CKI
Solutions, Sam Montross, said “why should hotel staff be the only ones benefiting from this
helpful tool? Homeowners need it too.” The kit has many 5 star reviews on Amazon and has a
lifetime replacement warranty.
To watch our fun, animated videos on both products, please visit us at www.ckisolutions.us
Or check out our YouTube Channel, CKI Solutions.

Cadence Keen Innovations Inc. (dba CKI Solutions)
Cadence Keen Innovations Inc. (dba CKI Solutions) is the preeminent supplier of various bedding
solutions to the cruise and hospitality industries. Based in Florida, CKI is well known for its
innovative accessories that fill specific needs related to hospitality and retail environments. CKI
has been in business for 21 years, with Ms. Sam Montross as its founder, chief inventor and
owner. It has grown from a U.S. based company, focused on U.S. markets to an international
industry player. The innovative items available for hospitality customers are patented bed

making and bed doubling tools, high loft mattress toppers and protectors, mattress and pillow
encasements and more. To see all of the product videos, please view CKI’s YouTube channel,
keyword: CKI Solutions, or visit www.ckisolutions.us.
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